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Chicken Madness™ 

Game description 

The clucks just keep on clucking! Flap your wings in the direction of the all-new Chicken 

Madness slot to hatch endless egg-citing surprises. A pesky fox, a hungry cook and even 

Mervin, a good ol’ villager, want to get their hands on the peculiar group of destructive 

chickens. But the question stands: who will win the battle between the two clans? With 

Mighty Cash features, massive Jackpots and Extra Bonus Spins on the loose, head to 

the coop and go wild on the reels of BF Games’ latest drop. 

 

Marketing description 

A ruckus broke loose at the farm! Hold your beak up high and get ready to dash through 

the reels of the new Chicken Madness slot with farm-tastic rewards snug under your wing. 

 

Featuring bright and comedic graphics, Chicken Madness features a 5-reel and 3-row 

setup. Your goal is to sneak past all those who want to get into your feathers, from a 

crazed cook, a sneaky fox and Mervin the villager, whilst keeping your prized treasures 

safe and sound. The endless battle between the wacky chickens and those who seek 

them just might come to an end with your help! 

 

It’s never a bad idea to keep your eyes out for helpful boosts when waddling onto your 

journey. You could potentially hunt down useful Cash symbols, in which landing five or 

more triggers the Mighty Cash feature and rewards you with Bonus Spins. Here’s a little 

secret: if you end up with a full screen of symbols, you could also be dosing upon an 

impressive x2 Multiplier. Running into Grand Jackpots is also a possibility, and let’s just 

say that any of the mysterious Jackpots lingering around are no chicken feed! Come 
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across some Wild symbols? No need to chicken out! They’ll disappear and substitute any 

symbols on the reels, besides the Cash symbols — now THAT is mad! 

 

Extraordinary gameplay and hen-tertaining features have all been cooped up in one 

crackin’ slot, so give it a visit and go berserk! 
 

Game phrases 

• The clucks just keep on clucking! 

• Flap your wings in the direction of the all-new Chicken Madness slot to hatch 

endless egg-citing surprises. 

• Hold your beak up high and get ready to dash through the reels of the new 

Chicken Madness™ slot with farm-tastic rewards snug under your wing. 

• With bright and comedic graphics, Chicken Madness features a 5-reel and 3-row 

setup. 

• Extraordinary gameplay and hen-tertaining features have all been cooped up in 

one crackin’ slot, so give it a visit and go MAD! 

• Who will win the battle between the two clans? 

• The farm holds all sorts of MAD rewards. 

• Make sure your wings are ready to fly! 

• The craziness has just gotten crazier! 
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